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Matt Wallace
Wilson
MW: In the original draft the character played by Nate Panning was never mentioned by name. I didn’t see him as being as central to the story and Kalypto’s character as he ended up becoming, largely thanks to Nate’s scene-devouring turn. I saw him as an exposition and plot device. So “Wilson” was more of a placeholder than anything. I borrowed it from Terence Stamp’s character in The Limey. 



Matt Wallace
...A Demon?
MW: Originally I saw this as a humorous exchange. That touch of fear Nate added as he stumbled over the “word” demon elevated the moment and the mood to something that I loved when I saw it on screen. 

Earl Newton
Note
EN: As much as I like to think I am a writer's director, and faithful ever to the script, Matt was also very gracious with different textual interpretations of his work.On the day, my note to Nate Panning (Wilson) was: "Say 'demon' like it's a racial slur."

Earl Newton
Note
EN: Complete in-joke: the "bag of diamonds" is actually filled with "Lucky Charms" cereal.



Matt Wallace
The Police
MW: I wrote the police officer(s) who arrest Wilson and Kalypto as an off-screen presence/voice with the budget in mind. I also had no idea Earl would be able to come up with a real cop and a real cop car.



Matt Wallace
Squad Car
MW: This scene wasn’t in the original draft because, again, I didn’t think the production would in fact have a squad car to shoot. I wrote it after conversations with Earl about Kalypto’s opening narration. Two things struck me as particularly impressive about the finished product. The first was how Quentin Kerr (Kalypto) was able to execute that ridiculous rubber-man sequence of movements with the key. The second was something I had no conception of ‘til I saw the rushes: the shot of Kalypto looking at the cemetery. I think it’s one of the most poignant and well-executed moments in the episode. I wish I could take credit for it.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: We ended going over this dialogue several times.  In this kind of science fiction world, there's a delicate line you have to walk, between "enough" and "too much" information.  In the end, we decided to go with, "As long as I've been around, I've been an opener" and leave it there.



Matt Wallace
Jail Cell
MW: A jail cell was, I think, the one thing the production couldn’t secure during the shoot, so we scrapped this and Earl and I wrote a new scene set in an interrogation room. I think it was the only big rewrite done after shooting began.

Matt Wallace
"...Can't beat the rent."
MW: I didn’t write this line and I’m glad it didn’t make the final cut.





Matt Wallace
Distinctive Sign
MW: We didn’t end up needing a “distinctive sign” because the scene was moved to the cemetery. At the time I didn’t know there would be a cemetery. 

Earl Newton
Note
EN: Coming once again to "too much" information versus "just enough": we changed the reference to "door opener" versus "arc lancer".  A little more obvious, but we were being so spare with exposition that it felt necessary.



Matt Wallace
Pan's Magic
MW: Earl came up with Pan’s shtick with the ball, which I absolutely love. I might’ve written more effects shots into the original draft if I’d had any notion of how effortlessly Earl was able to accomplish them.







Matt Wallace
Lila's body
MW: This scene and this reveal originally happened much later in the script. The order of a lot of the scenes got shuffled around that way. I was having real trouble nailing down that cliffhanging act-break structure.





Matt Wallace
Wilson vs Kalypto
MW: Earl felt Wilson needed to be more threatening at the end of this scene. I don’t remember if I actually agreed at the time, but after I saw how Nate played it I definitely did.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: We shot Quentin's (Kalypto's) coverage first, so I didn't actually see what Nate (Wilson) was doing.  All I saw is Quentin's blood running cold.  The look on Quentin's face alone was enough to stop everyone dead.When it came time for Nate's coverage, I just said, "Whatever you did before...do that again."Taught me a great lesson about getting good performances from an actor.  If you want to intensify one actor's reaction, sometimes you need to give his scene partner better ammunition.  In this case, Nate had brought his own ammo, and it worked just fine.





Matt Wallace
Seth
MW: I wrote Seth as much younger in my first draft, around five years old. That was changed for practical reasons more than anything. It didn’t take away at all, though.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: Scenes within scenes.  In this case, the audience is experiencing two separate dramas at the same time.  The quiet unraveling of Alan's insanity, and Seth's growing unease about what's in the bathroom.Forcing Seth to spell out what the audience thinks will be his own demise is an extra burst of fun, courtesy of Mr. Matt Wallace.



Earl Newton
Note
EN: My note to Shaun O'Rourke (Alan) during this scene: "Play this entire thing like a teen sex comedy, and you are the bumbling father trying to explain the 'birds and the bees'."By being LESS intimidating, more nervous, more at a loss for words, I think Alan comes off as even scarier.





Matt Wallace
"Emily Dickinson?"
MW: Quentin and Rob came up with a lot of improv for this exchange. I remember there was some debate as to whether we should keep the levity they infused it with. I’m glad Earl decided to leave it in. It feels like a genuine moment to me, and I also thought it gave a sense of these two having a real past and a real history with each other and a real rapport.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: There's always a concern when actors start improv'ing, that the heart of the scene is being lost in favor of a quick laugh.  While I was hesitant initially, I have told my cast time and again, if they come up with something, I'll give them a take.  In this case, they proved me wrong - the bit was great, always gets a laugh in screenings, and I couldn't be prouder of them or of getting the hell out of the way, which I think is the director's chief job above all.







Matt Wallace
Pan's Worship
MW: The concept of Pan seeking “worship” from these people was something Earl seized on and we discussed at length. It made sense for the character and added a lot to his motivation. 





Earl Newton
Note
EN: This is, in the end, a story about a man contemplating suicide, wrapped in metaphysics and flashy teleportation effects.  I love the idea that this person is powerful beyond a mortal's dreams, and yet he is still the low-man on the totem pole, still unsatisfied.Unlimited power doesn't mean much if you don't know what to do with it.



Matt Wallace
Pan and Alan
MW: It seems like this exchange between Pan and Alan was shortened in the final cut. It might just be me. I am guilty of verbal bloat on many occasions.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: This scene was dramatically cut and reorganized in several places.  It worked well on the page, but once we played the teaser (Ending with: "Be at the churchyar d at 12:05.  Do you understand? / Yes, Lord.") it told the entire scene for us.  So a lot of Pan's relishing of his power had to be chopped for time's sake.Still, I wanted them to see just how twisted Pan really was, how much he relished the servitude and the domination of others, so when you saw him smile at Lisa at the end, you knew what was really behind that smile.



Matt Wallace
Hangman's Moon
MW: “Hangman’s moon” is a bullshit writerly phrase that sounds really good ‘til someone actually has to film it. Lesson learned, Earl. Lesson learned.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: This was a challenge.  In reading it, it was terrific.  A powerful, emotional moment of Kalypto finding his salvation in the stars.The problem was, we were missing the internal monologue of what was happening in Kalypto's head.  He looks up at the sky, finds peace, and charges on to the climax.  In editing the scene, despite a good performance from Quentin Kerr, I couldn't make it play.So instead, I tried creating a visual rush of memories flooding back to Kalypto as he stumbles away.  Thoughts of Pan's lies, his arrogance, his egotism, and his absolute inhumanity toward Lisa and even Alan.Fortunately, on the day, we added the bit with Kal holding the tennis ball and throwing it away.  It all came together in the editing room, and created something that moved him forward into the final confrontation.And because of all this, "Mr. Hangman's Moon!" will be my welcoming cry to Matt Wallace whenever I see him.



Matt Wallace
Ext. Alley
MW: I set this scene in an alley for the sake of simplicity and practicality. Nothing more. The location they ended up using was a million times better and more effective. 

Matt Wallace
Pan's Arrival
MW: Pan emerging from the portal in front of a cross and in a Christ-like pose was all Earl. He has a thing for religious themes and imagery. But it worked like gangbusters, in my opinion.







Earl Newton
The Arc disappears?
EN: As scripted, Pan's arc is supposed to stay open through this entire scene.  However, I had one night to shoot this entire scene, and logistically, it wasn't feasible.  We already had running dialogue, a fight scene, three teleportations, and two drawer sequences.  All told: 36 setups in six and a half hours.  We were busy. 



earlnewton
Note
EN: I added the space-teleportation sequence just a few days before we shot this scene.  Setup was remarkably uncomplicated, and it made for a great teaser at the end of Act 2.



Earl Newton
Note
EN: We shot this entire scene in one night.  The temperature was somewhere in the 30s.  By the end of the night, few people could feel their hands.



Earl Newton
Kalypto's Revelation
EN: This speech is what locked this project for me as the next episode.  Matt did a great job of taking Kalypto's source of heartbreak and rejection for the last 25 minutes and revealing something beautiful within, all in under the span of a breath.  Add in Quentin's sincere and earnest performance, and a bit of well-placed sound design, and I will freely confess this scene brought tears to my eyes.

Earl Newton
Note
EN: The entire crew was completely professional under difficult circumstances.Joe Stauffer, Stephen Sellers, Bridget Green, Jack Harrison, Scott Holzberger, Annabel Lee, Carissa Simmons, and Rich Sigfrit.I know this is a screenplay annotation but you still deserve credit.  It's a good lesson for all writer/directors: you are nothing without a great crew.



Matt Wallace
The End
MW: This final scene pissed a lot of people off and confused a lot of others. It seemed like people either didn’t get it or thought I was trying to tack on a stereotypical happy ending. For me it was all about the concept of Kalypto learning that he had the ability to hide more than inanimate objects (e.g. abstracts like memories and emotions); that his drawers and he might have a higher purpose. I think you need that for there to be any point to the story and to Kalypto as a character. Personally I thought that was clear enough, as it was set up in the final exchange between Kal and Lisa. But I’m just the writer.

earl
Note
EN: One final note on this scene.  To keep people from standing around freezing all night, I would shoot their coverage and then release them, in reverse order of their presence in the scene.So I shot Alan, Lisa, and Seth as quickly as possible, getting all their coverage done, and then releasing them.  Then I shot all of Pan's coverage, and released him.That meant that our lead, Quentin Kerr, the star of the episode, had to execute the climax of his performance in the cold, speaking to dead air (or to me, which is about the same).  Not only would you never know that, but the work itself was moving and powerful, even under the best of circumstances.I think Mr. Kerr deserves a bit of appreciation for that alone.




